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Enhance absorption based on the resonance of localized surface plasmon
modes in a metamaterial absorber
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Abstract: In this paper，we present a single peak absorption characteristic of high performance metamaterial ab-
sorber in 150 ～ 165 THz region． The designed absorber contains two arrays: a dual metallic particles array and a
dual air holes array． The damping constant of metal layer is optimized in simulations． It is found that the maximum
absorption rate 96% can be obtained when using 2． 3 times of damping constant in simulations． The absorption
peak is excited by the localized surface plasmon ( LSP) modes resonance． In order to reveal the resonant electro-
magnetic mechanism and research the effects of structural parameters variations on the resonant absorption peak，

two sets of simulations were carried out． It was found that with increasing the vertical distance V，the absorption
peak is enhanced and a new absorption band is achieved when V = 160 nm． In the second simulations，for the in-
crease in horizontal distance H，the absorption peak is also enhanced and another new absorption band is achieved
when H = 190 nm． Electric field intensity distribution results show the excitation of LSP modes and the coupling
effect between LSP modes lead to the absorption peak enhanced phenomenon．
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基于局部表面等离子体激元的共振增强超材料吸收器的吸收性质

张振亚1，2，3， 刘晓丽2* ， 温小栋1，3*
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2． 清华大学水沙科学与水利工程国家重点实验室，北京 100084;

3． 云南民族大学电子信息工程学院，云南 昆明 650031)

摘要: 提出了一种在 150 ～ 165 THz 区域内的具有单峰吸收特性的高性能超材料吸收器。设计的吸波器包含

两个阵列: 双金属颗粒阵列和双空气孔阵列。金属层的阻尼常数在模拟中被优化。发现在模拟中使用 2． 3 倍

的阻尼常数时，可以获得最大吸收率 96%。吸收峰由局域表面等离子体( LSP) 模式共振激发。为了揭示共振

电磁机理，进行了两组模拟，研究结构参数变化对共振吸收峰的影响。发现随着垂直距离 V 的增加，吸收峰

被增强，当 V = 160 nm 时，获得新的吸收带。在第二次模拟中，对于水平距离 H 的增加，吸收峰也增强，并且

当 H = 190 nm 时获得另一个新的吸收带。电场强度分布结果表明 LSP 模式的激发和 LSP 模式之间的耦合效

应导致吸收峰增强现象。
关 键 词: 超材料; 吸收峰; 金属颗粒
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Introduction

Metamaterials is an artificially designed and manu-
factured electromagnetic resonance material， which
shows many unique properties ［1-4］． The manufacture and
industrial development of metamaterial attracted the at-
tention of researchers［5-7］． The existing simulation results
and experimental results show that metamaterials can be
applied in many fields， including thermal emitters，
metamaterial absorbers，sensors，photodetectors，photo-
voltaic cells，and optical imaging devices［8-13］． On the
one hand，many novel structural design strategies have
been proposed and validated［14-17］． For the metallic holes
structure design strategy，Ebbesen et al revealed the
property of the extraordinary optical transmission ( EOT)
phenomenon in a metallic holes structure metamateri-
al［18］． It is generally believed that the EOT phenomenon
is due to the resonance of surface plasmon polaritons
( SPP) mode on metal film and the localized surface
plasmon ( LSP ) mode of individual holes structure［19］．
The LSP mode is related to the resonance of Fabry-Pérot-
like mode in individual hole［20］． For the metallic parti-
cles structure design strategy，it was confirmed that the
LSP mode resonance can be support by metallic particle
structure metamaterial［21］． The LSP mode resonance is
sensitive to the local dielectric materials，shape，size，
material of particles［22-25］． Such plasmon resonance can
be applied in many fields［26-27］． García de Abajo indica-
ted that the LSP mode resonance can be supported by
both the metallic particles and hole arrays［28］． On the
other hand，many novel metallic particles and holes
structure design strategies are applied in developing of
metamaterial absorbers． A variety of typical metamaterial
absorber structures were reported［29-34］． For the pure
metal particles structure metamaterial absorber， Nan
Zhang et al［35］ designed and experimentally verified a du-
al-band metamaterial absorber based on the dielectric
and ohmic loss． The proposed metamaterial absorber
showed high absorption property with different dielectric
spacing layers． For the pure metal hole structure meta-
material absorber，Prakash Pitchappa et al．［36］ designed
and experimentally verified a dual-band metamaterial ab-
sorber in the near infrared region，which was based on
the electrical resonance and the cavity resonance． The
designed metamaterial absorber revealed high absorption
property based on optimizing the hole dimension and the
spacer thickness． Moreover，the proposed metamaterial
absorber could be modulated from dual-band to single-
band based on the coupling effect between the electrical
resonance and cavity resonance． With the development of
science and technology，a kind of composite structure
metamaterial absorber is proposed，for example，Witha-
wat Withayachumnankul et al． ［37］ proposed and manu-
factured a perfect metamaterial absorber in the terahertz
region，which is based on the coupling between the cavi-
ty mode and coaxial surface plasmon polaritons． The de-
signed composite structure is composed of concentric
metal holes and metal particles． However，few literatures
report the effect of the interaction of LSP modes between
particles and holes array on absorption． In this paper，a

composite structure absorber with metallic particles array
and holes array is designed and simulated． It is found
that the pure dual metallic holes structure can achieve an
absorption peak ( 58% ) at 155 THz，while the pure dual
metallic particles can achieve two absorption peaks
( 35%，32% ) at 157 THz and 159 THz． It is dramatic
that a near perfect absorption peak ( 96% ) can be a-
chieved at 154． 2 THz when these pure structures are
combined into the proposed composite structure in this
paper． The near perfect absorption peak is excited by the
coupling of LSP modes，which can’t be found in these
pure structures． The horizontal or vertical distances be-
tween two metallic particles are optimized in two set of
simulations． It is found that the property of the absorber
is directly affected by the horizontal or vertical distances．
Moreover，new absorption bands can be obtained due to
the enhanced coupling of LSP modes on edges of metallic
holes．

1 Structural design and theoretical model

1． 1 Structural design
The designed composite structure metamaterial ab-

sorber is shown in Figs． 1 ( a-b) ． The designed structure
consists of three functional layers: the bottom layer is a
completely gold layer，which works as an eliminator． The
intermediate medium layer is MgF2 ． The top layer is a
patterned gold layer with a dual gold particles array and a
dual gold holes array． In the proposed structure，the lat-
tice constant is set as“P”，the thickness of gold layer is
given by“h1”，the thickness of MgF2 layer is set as
“h2”，and the diameter of the gold particle and hole are
“D1”and“D2”． Detailed dimensional parameters are
shown in Table 1． In this paper，two structural parame-
ters are defined: the vertical distance ( V) is the distance
between two gold particles along the Y axis，and the hori-
zontal distance ( H) is the distance between two gold par-
ticles along the X axis． The thickness of the gold layer is
155 nm and the MgF2 layer is 400 nm． The thickness of
the air layers above and below the absorber are 1 500 nm
and 500 nm，respectively． The software Ansofts HFSS
10． 0 is used in simulations． Gold layer follows the Drude
model with the is the plasma frequency，while the is the
collision frequency［38］． Due to the bottom gold layer is
thick enough; the simulated transmission closes to zero in
simulations． Therefore，the simulated absorption is given
by:

A( f) = 1 － Ｒ( f) ． ( 1)
In our simulations，the electromagnetic properties of

the MgF2 layer follow the results of reference［39］． Ideal e-
lectric and conductor planes are applied on boundaries of
the unite cell［40］． The whole unite cell is simulated in air
with electromagnetic wave incident from air along the -z
axis．

Table 1 Detailed dimensional parameters
表 1 详细的结构参数

Parameter P D1 D2 h1 h2 w
Value /nm 900 90 400 155 400 40

1． 2 Optimization of metal layer parameters
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Fig． 1 ( a ) Top view of the proposed unit cell，( b )
Cross section view ( The yellow part is gold layer，the
gray part is MgF2 layer，and the blue part is the glass
substrate ) ， ( c ) Simulated absorption and reflection
spectra
图 1 ( a) 结构设计的俯视图，( b) 结构设计的横截面
图，( c) 吸收谱和反射普的仿真结果． 黄色部分是金属
层，灰色部分是氟化镁，蓝色部分是玻璃基板

Zhang，et al． indicated that the damping constant of
gold layer in simulations maybe lower than that of the
bulk gold layer in the real system． This is because the
grain boundary effect and the surface scattering effect on
the property of gold layer［41］． Moreover，Liu et al．［42］ a-
chieved a perfect absorption rate through optimizing the
damping constant of the Drude model in simulations． The
3． 0 times of the damping constant was adopted in simula-
tions based on the results in literature［41］． Therefore，the
influence of the damping constant on the absorption per-
formance should be seriously treated before revealing the
electromagnetic properties of the proposed memamaterial
absorber． According to the basic methods of litera-
ture［41-42］，the gold layer parameter of the proposed unite
cell is also optimized in this paper． In order to clear the
impact of the damping constant on the absorption per-
formance of the designed memamaterial absorber，Fig． 2
shows the simulated absorption spectra for damping con-
stants of 1． 0，2． 3，and 3． 6 times in simulations． It is
found that the maximum absorption rate reaches 76% for
one time of damping constants，as shown in Fig． 2． For
the adopted damping constant equal to 2． 3 times that of
bulk gold， the maximum absorption rate increases to
96%，as shown in Fig． 1( c) and Fig． 2． However，for
the 3． 6 times of damping constants，the maximum ab-
sorption rate reduces to 85% ． A strong resonance with
nearly 100% absorption is achieved for 2． 3 times damp-
ing constant of bulk gold． Consequently，a perfect meta-
material absorber is obtained with 2． 3 times damping
constant of bulk gold． In the following simulations，the
damping constants of bulk gold layers are all used 2． 3
times damping constant．

Fig． 2 Simulated absorption spectrum with different
times of damping constant of bulk gold
图 2 在不同阻尼常数金属层条件下得到的仿真
吸收谱

2 Ｒesults and discussion

2． 1 Physical mechanism
The simulated absorption spectrum of two pure

structures are calculated，as shown in Fig． 3． It is found
that，for the pure dual metallic holes structure，an ab-
sorption peak is obtained at 155 THz，as shown in Fig．
3． For pure the dual metallic particles structure，two ab-
sorption peaks are obtained at 157 THz and 159 THz．
The maximum absorption rates of two pure structures are
lower than that of the proposed unite cell． To reveal the
physical mechanism of the proposed unite cell，the elec-
tric field distributions are calculated． The calculated e-
lectric field distributions is a method often used to de-
scribe the electromagnetic resonance behaviors of meta-
material absorbers ［43-44］． Moreover， the electric field
distributions of pure structures are also calculated，as
shown in Fig． 4． For the dual metallic holes unite cell，a
LSP mode is effectively excited on the edge of one hole，
as shown in Fig． 4 ( a) ，which leads to the absorption
peak at 155 THz in Fig． 3． For the dual metallic parti-
cles unite cell，two resonance frequencies are selected in
simulations． At 157 THz，LSP modes are excited on ed-
ges of one metallic particle，as shown in Fig． 4 ( b ) ．
And at 159 THz，two LSP modes are excited on edges of
another metallic particle，as shown in Fig． 4 ( c) ． The
resonance intensity of LSP modes in dual metallic parti-
cles unite cell is weaker than that in the dual metallic
holes unite cell，which results in the difference in maxi-
mum absorbance rates． However，for the proposed unite
cell，the strong LSP modes resonance can be found obvi-
ously，which leads to the absorption peak at 154． 2 THz
in Fig． 3． It is found that the resonance intensity of LSP
modes plays an important role in absorption peak rate． In
order to characterize the electromagnetic properties of the
proposed metamaterial absorber，the S parameters re-
trieval method［45-46］ is used to retrieve the effective pa-
rameters ( effective permeability μ，permittivity ε，and
impedance Z) ，as shown in Fig． 5． The effective perme-
ability μ and permittivity ε can be obtained as follow-
ing［47］:
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μ( f) = μ0 ( 1 －
Ff2e

f2 － f2m － jγmfm
) ， ( 2)

ε( f) = ε0 ( ε∞ －
f2e

f2 － jγe / f
) ． ( 3)

Here，f is the simulation scan frequency，F is the filling
factor，γm and γe are damping factors，fm is the frequency
associated with the magnetic resonance［48］． It can be
found that the real parts of the effective permeability μ
and permittivity ε are equal to each other at the reso-
nance frequency of the absorption peak． Therefore，the
effective impedance can be achieved as following［47］:

Z( f) = μ( f) /ε( f槡 ) ≈ Z0 = 1 ． ( 4)
Here，the effective impedance Z of the proposed absorber
is near to the free space，which results in the high ab-
sorption peak in Fig． 3． The imaginary parts of the effec-
tive parameters are also calculated，as shown in Fig． 5．
It is obviously that the imaginary parts of the effective
permeability μ and permittivity ε are maximized at the
resonance frequency of the absorption peak，which im-
plies the metamaterial has high absorption loss［49］． More-
over，the the imaginary parts of the effective impedance
Z is closed to zero，which implies low reflection loss．
These electromagnetic resonance behaviors result in the
absorption peak［50］．

Fig． 3 The absorption spectrum of pure dual holes
structure array，pure dual particles structure array，
and the designed structure
图 3 单独的双孔阵列结构的仿真吸收谱，单独
的双金属颗粒阵列结构的仿真吸收谱，以及本文
设计的结构的仿真吸收谱

2． 2 Vertical distance optimization
The effect of the vertical distance ( V) along the y

axis on the absorption rate is revealed in the first set of
simulations． Fig． 6 shows the absorption spectrum with
different V between two metallic particles，while other
structural parameters unchanged． When V = 80 nm，the
maximum absorption peak is 93%，and the bandwidth is
increased，see the red curve in Fig． 6． Two new absorp-
tion peaks are obtained at 153． 6 THz and 154． 9 THz．
When V = 160nm， the maximum absorption rate is
95% ． Moreover，a broad absorption band is obtained，
see the blue curve in Fig． 6． However，for the V = 220
nm，the maximum absorption rate is abnormally reduced，
see the green curve in Fig． 6． To survey the electromag-
netic resonance behavior behinds the absorption spectrum

Fig． 4 Simulated electric field in the X-Y plane illumi-
nated under normally incident wave with different reso-
nance frequencies，( a) 155 THz，( b) 157 THz，( c)
159 THz，( d) 154． 2 THz
图 4 在电磁波垂直入射条件下不同共振频率的仿真
电场分布，( a) 155 THz，( b) 157 THz，( c) 159 THz，
( d) 154． 2 THz

Fig． 5 ( a) The imaginary parts of the effective pa-
rameters ( effective permeability μ，permittivity ε，and
impedance Z) ，( b) the real parts of the effective pa-
rameters ( effective permeability μ，permittivity ε，and
impedance Z)
图 5 ( a) 有效参数( 有效磁导率，介电常数和阻抗)
的虚部，( b) 有效参数( 有效磁导率，介电常数和阻
抗) 的实部

in Fig． 6，the electric field distributions are calculated，
as shown in Fig． 7． Four resonance frequencies of the
absorption peak are selected in simulations． LSP modes
between edges of two metallic holes are effectively excit-
ed，which leads to the absorption peak． When the V is
increased，two new LSP modes are excited on edges of
two metallic holes． The original LSP modes and two new
LSP modes are excited at the resonance frequency 155
THz． Moreover，two new LSP modes coupling with origi-
nal LSP modes，which results in the absorption peak ex-
panding ( see the red curve in Fig． 6) ，as shown in Fig．
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7 ( b) ． These simulated results indicate that the new LSP
modes resonance and the coupled effect between LSP
modes play an important in enhancing the absorption per-
formance． When V = 160 nm，the resonance intensity of
all LSP modes is became higher． At the same time，the
coupled effect between LSP modes is also increased． An
absorption band is revealed by these enhanced resonance
behaviors ( see the blue curve in Fig． 6 ) ，as shown in
Fig． 7 ( c) ． When V = 220 nm，two metallic particles
touch with two metallic holes，a new gold layer is ob-
tained． However，these LSP modes can’t be effectively
excited［49］，which leads to the absorption band disappear
and the absorption rate reduce in Fig． 6． To real the e-
lectromagnetic properties of the absorption band in Fig．
6，the real parts of the effective parameters are retrieved
by the S parameters retrieval method，as shown in Fig．
8． It can be found that the real part of the effective per-
meability μ and permittivity ε show more intense reso-
nance behaviors than that in Fig． 5 with the vertical dis-
tance increasing． These strong electromagnetic resonance
behaviors cause the slope of the real part of the permea-
bility μ and permittivity ε is the same ( V = 160 nm，see
the area between the two dotted lines in Fig． 8) ，which
results in the near perfect impedance matching［47］ in Fig．
8 and the absorption band in Fig． 6． The imaginary parts
of the effective parameters are shown in Fig． 8，too． The
imaginary parts of the effective permeability μ and per-
mittivity ε are maximized in the absorption band． At the
same time，the imaginary parts of the effective imped-
ance Z is closed to zero． These electromagnetic reso-
nance behaviors result in the absorption band．

Fig． 6 The simulated absorption spectrum with dif-
ferent vertical distances
图 6 不同垂直距离条件下的仿真吸收谱

2． 3 Horizontal distance optimization
The second set of simulations is carried out to inves-

tigate the effect of the horizontal distance ( H) along the
x axis on the absorption property． Figure 9 shows the ab-
sorption spectrum with different H，while other structural
parameters unchanged ( V = 0 nm) ． When the H = 310
nm，two metallic particles close to each other，the maxi-
mum absorption rate is 91%，see the red curve in Fig．
9． Two new absorption peaks are obtained at 153． 8 THz
and 154． 7 THz． When two metallic particles continue to
approach ( H = 190 nm) ，a new absorption band is ob-
tained，as shown in Fig． 9． Similarly，when H = 130
nm，two metallic particles touch with two metallic holes，

Fig． 7 Simulated electric field intensity distributions with dif-
ferent vertical distances ( V = 0 nm，80 nm，160 nm，and 220
nm ) ，H = 440 nm
图 7 不同垂直距离条件下的仿真电场分布 ( V = 0 nm，80
nm，160 nm，and 220 nm ) ，H = 440 nm

Fig． 8 ( a) The imaginary parts of the effective parameters
( effective permeability μ，permittivity ε，and impedance )
( V = 160 nm ) ． ( b) The real parts of the effective parame-
ters ( effective permeability μ，permittivity ε，and imped-
ance Z) ( V = 160 nm )
图 8 ( a) 有效参数( 有效磁导率，介电常数和阻抗) 的虚
部( V = 160 nm ) ． ( b) 有效参数( 有效磁导率，介电常数和
阻抗) 的实部( V = 160 nm )

the absorption band disappear and the absorption is ab-
normally decreased． The corresponding electric field dis-
tributions are calculated，as shown in Fig． 10． When
two metallic particles close to each other ( H = 310 nm) ，
two new LSP modes are also excited on edges of two me-
tallic holes，as shown in Fig． 10( b) ，which is similar to
the above． The resonance intensity of these LSP modes is
higher than that when H = 190 nm，as shown in Fig． 10
( c) ． When H = 130 nm，two metallic particles and the
top metal thin form a new metal plate． Moreover，a very
weak LSP mode is obtained，which leads to the lower ab-
sorption in Fig． 9． Figure 11 shows the real parts of the
effective parameters． It is obviously that real part of the
effective permeability μ and permittivity ε show stronger
resonance behaviors ( H = 190 nm，see the area between
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the two dotted lines in Fig． 11 ) in the absorption band
with the horizontal distance reducing． The impedance
matching condition is also obtained in the absorption
band［47］，as shown in Fig． 11． The imaginary parts of
the effective parameters are also displayed in Fig． 11．
The high absorption loss is also achieved in the absorp-
tion band because the imaginary parts of the effective
permeability μ and permittivity ε are maximized in the
absorption band． Moreover，the low reflection loss is ob-
tained． A strong resonance absorption band is achieved
according to Eq． 1． The results of the Figs． 5，8，and
11 indicate that the vertical distances V and the horizon-
tal distance H play an important role on the electromag-
netic resonance properties of the proposed absorber． Mo-
reover，the resonance intensity of LSP modes is also di-
rectly impacted by the vertical distances V or the horizon-
tal distance H． Therefore，high performance absorber can
be achieved by the strong LSP mode resonance behavior．

Fig． 9 Simulated absorption spectrum with differ-
ent horizontal distances
图 9 不同水平距离条件下的仿真吸收谱

Fig． 10 Simulated electric field intensity distributions
with different horizontal distances ( H = 440 nm，310
nm，190 nm，and 130 nm ) ，V = 0 nm
图 10 不同水平距离条件下的仿真电场分布( H =
440 nm，310 nm，190 nm，and 130 nm ) ，V = 0 nm

3 Conclusion

In conclusion，we have numerically demonstrated a
high performance composite structure metamaterial ab-

Fig． 11 ( a) The imaginary parts of the effective pa-
rameters ( effective permeability，permittivity μ，and
impedance ε) ( H = 190 nm ) ，( b) the real parts of
the effective parameters ( effective permeability μ，
permittivity ε，and impedance Z) ( H = 190 nm )
图 11 ( a) 有效参数( 有效磁导率，介电常数和阻
抗) 的虚部 ( H = 190 nm ) ，( b) 有效参数( 有效磁
导率，介电常数和阻抗) 的实部 ( H = 190 nm )

sorber，which contains a dual metallic particles array and
a dual air holes array． In order to obtain accurate absorp-
tion performance，the damping constant of metal layer is
optimized in simulations． Simulated results indicate that
the maximum absorption rate 96% can be obtained when
using 2． 3 times of damping constant． The physical
mechanism of the absorption peak is the LSP modes reso-
nance． Specifically，the vertical distance and horizontal
distance between two metallic particles are optimized in
simulations． The absorption peak is increased and new
absorption bands are obtained due to the coupled effect
between LSP modes．
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